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Petty cash excel template

Stuck with math homework? Ask a tutor - free. Small money is the company's money reserved for the payment of routine expenses with a small nominal amount. The main feature of small cash is in the nominal amount. It has a threshold that follows the financial policy of the company. And each company sets different nominal amounts based on the company's policies and
operational scale. It is necessary to finance small nominal transactions that take place routinely. For example, it will be complicated if people have to follow lengthy procedures to get the money for routine office supplies such as papers, markers and printer inks where they need those supplies immediately. There are several goals for the creation of small cash, they are : Deals with
the problem of office supplies / deliveries experienced by part of the officePrefitable or unprofitable payments for relatively small and sudden costs. Relieves the burden of employees in providing maximum service to customers and business leaders. Accelerate the activities of regulators who suddenly use the funds and are not previously scheduled. There is additional policy for its
use, which are: Expenses are usually determined to the maximum extent of any expensesExpensive are not allowed for lending (debt) to staffProof of small cash payouts to be signed by holders of small cashAs any proof of payment such as receipts, invoices or other supporting evidence should also be attached to proof of cash payout. If the nominal amount of money in the small
cash account reaches pleasant minimum amount, then it should be supplemented in the following way: Small money holders request cash treasurersThey prepare a list of expenses that are embedded with proof of the transaction on its expenses. The cash treasurer gives a sign of approval to the application formThe cash treasurer gives the fund the amount of small cash amount
that has been spent. Petty Cash Recording MethodIn accounting, there are two methods that are often used when registering its use.1. Fixed Fund SystemThis Fixed Fund System Method is an accounting method in which small cash amount is always fixed. If cash expenses are incurred, the small cash holder does not necessarily record them immediately, but only collects
evidence about the expense transaction. And at a predetermined time, when the fund is almost empty, an accounting is carried out only on the basis of evidence of expense transactions collected. The holder then submits the application for the restoration of the fund to the Treasurer for a nominal amount made by the accounts and proof of the The nominal amount of the small
cash funds thus remains the same as the original amount.2. Fluctuation fund systemThe fund system of change is often referred to as the fluctuation system or floating funds. The system requires that the nominal amount is not fixed, but if necessary. For For the company sets a nominal amount of USD 500, after which, due to the financial condition of the company, they reduce
the amount to USD 400 for a certain period. Or, they raise it to USD 750 due to incoming project that may require a larger amount than the current nominal amount to process. Petty Cash TemplateThis is a two worksheet template where the first worksheet consists of tables where you enter all small cash transactions. The second worksheet is a reconciliation worksheet that must
check weekly calculated versus physical check amount. In the first worksheet you type date, receipt ID, description, graph of accounts (optional) and debit/credit amount. Remember to bring the first balance. It should be your small cash pleasant threshold amount. The formulas in the second worksheet will add the balance weekly. You use it to check the calculated amount with the
amount you keep. This small cash template is part of integrated accounting system spreadsheet where the transaction detail can be separated from the entry in cash journal worksheet. Here you will learn how to keep a petty money log, when to use small cash cards and how to keep up to date with the small cash float. Make sure your small cash procedures are up to scratch so
you can confidently reconcile your cash expenses at the end of each month and claim them for tax purposes. What is Petty Cash? Small cash is a small amount of cash that any company can keep on their premises in a lockable container, or used by sellers at markets and exchanges. Small cash should be properly checked with a small cash log and accurately entered into the
accounting system in exactly the same way you would maintain a bank account. It is a system of funds for the right account - which means that it starts with a fixed amount, the amount is reduced because of the expenses, and then the amount is supplemented to start again on the lump sum. Wikipedia explains it here. Download The Petty Cash Log Template Here's a free little
cash spreadsheet in Excel plus small cash vouchers – download and use it to keep your small cash records. Click the blue button below to download the template. Download Petty Cash Template What is change used for? Small money can be used for:- small purchase items such as tea, coffee, sugar, stationery change to customers who pay cash that has been paid by a
customer - it can be 'deposited' in the small cash box instead of the bank account. (larger cash payments must be deposited with the bank). This page is in two sections:- Four steps to set up the Petty Cash Box, andFour Steps to maintain the Petty Cash. Four steps to setting up the Petty Cash Box step 1 : Buy one cash box Read my article about 10 things to consider when
buying a cash box. Choose the size that suits you and one that has a lock and keys. Most boxes have a removable tray on which you place all coins. The drawer comes out and underneath is a space for the notes of cash and the vouchers. Step 2 : Deciding on the small Float The float is the maximum amount with which you start your cash box. You decide $50 is enough to start
with, so the float is $50.00. Take $50 from your business bank account so you ask for the coins you think you need. Fill out a small cash voucher/slip according to the example below, and place the money and your very first voucher in the box! Step 3 : Petty Cash Voucher You buy preprinted, numbered small cash vouchers from a stationery store, or you have a design on your
computer. Here's a free template of little cash briefs you use. These preprinted briefs are good to help you to remember all the details you need to put on the voucher. Empty pieces of paper can encourage sloppy habits like forgetting to put the date, the right amount, etc. Step 4: Petty Cash Log Prepare an empty little cash log using a small book or you use this free PDF template.
Scroll down to step 2 below for a completed preview. Keep this log readily available so you fill it out on a regular basis taking the information from the small cash vouchers. The small cash log is useful for keeping a running total of the balance left in the box - a good way to make sure the box isn't short of cash. If your small cash is very small and very little used then you can get
away with not using a small cash log, but instead run the information directly from the vouchers in the accounting system at the end of the month, when it's time to reconcile the small cash. Four steps to maintain the Petty Cash Step 1: Cash Withdrawals and Deposits Every time cash is taken out of the box a voucher must be filled in as this example below:- There are several
options here:- Fill a cash voucher for say $5.00 and when the change is returned fill the 'cash in' box of the voucher (as in the example above). Add the receipt; orTake the money, buy the item, put the change and receipt back in the box and then fill in the voucher 'cash out' with the exact amount per receipt. Take the money, buy the item, put the change and receipt back in the
box. Don't worry about filling out vouchers. Just fill in the little cash log. With option 2) and 3) care should be taken to at least one receipt of some sort in the box if you don't have the patience to fill out a voucher or log. If you are forgetful you discover at the end of the month that cash has been taken with absolutely no record of what it was used for. In this case, put it to the owner's
drawings if this happens to you – and only if you have the owner or permission to do so! Otherwise you have to fess up to the boss and admit that a mistake :(. Make sure there is a receipt for each article that is similar to when you make purchases to your business bank account (except that in some cases this is possible, such as with parking meters). The retention of receipts
and/or invoices is a standard accounting and accounting practice and is something an auditor Step 2 : Petty Cash Log On a regular basis (perhaps every time the cash box is used, or weekly) fill the small cash log. See example below. Store it in or near the small cash box so it's at your fingertips. Step 3 : Petty Cash Reconciliation The small cash must be reconciled at the end of
the month in the same way a bank account is reconciled. Also, the money will have to be counted and the total must match the total at the bottom of the small cash log. Step 4 : Petty Cash Top-Up The last step is to make the small money to the float amount. A lot of people get confused about topping up a float. If you initially decided that the float is $50, and at the end of the month
you have more than $50 the extra should be deposited into the bank account so that you start the new month with $50.If there is less than $50 then the cash box should be topped up to the $50 amount. You don't have to get up with $50 (unless of course, there's nothing left in the box)! Home &gt; Bookkeeping Basics &gt; Petty Cash Log Log
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